Supercharging the Internet
with CloudFlare
Already in 25 data centers globally,
and with plans to add more than 100
new locations in 2014, CloudFlare
protects and accelerates any website
online. When a website is part of the
CloudFlare community, its web traffic is routed through the company’s
intelligent global network. CloudFlare
automatically optimizes the delivery of
their customers’ web pages so visitors
get the fastest page load times and
best performance. The CloudFlare
global network also blocks threats and
limits abusive bots and crawlers from
wasting customers’ bandwidth and
server resources.
The result:
CloudFlare-powered websites see a significant improvement in performance and a decrease in spam
and other attacks.
Challenge
•
•

Excessive dropped packets
No visibility into cause of
congestion

Solution

Pluribus F64 Series Server-Switch:
• Provides state-of-the-art
queue memory management
• Helps alleviate bursts and
DDOS attacks with high performance PCIe control plane
and traffic shaping
• Built-in NPU and flow-based
traffic classes for lossless
SLAs

Benefits
•
•

•

Reduced the dropped packets by over 95%
Always-on connection-based
statistics to identify sources
of congestion and DDOS
attacks
Open API to respond to network events in microseconds

“At CloudFlare we are are building a next-generation CDN architecture
combining unparalleled security automation at scale, web content
optimization technologies and deep analytics to monitor threats and
web engine crawlers which make up 20% to 50% of the traffic”, said
Matthew Prince, Co-Founder and CEO at CloudFlare. “The network
represents a mission critical part of our infrastructure and we decided
to standardize our world-wide network infrastructure on Pluribus Networks Freedom Server-Switch and Netvisor® technologies. In Pluribus
Networks’ Freedom architecture we found a unique combination of
control and data plane network performance blended with the ability
to truly program the network like a server, giving our developers unprecedented flexibility to design our custom applications right into the
network to maximize performance and reduce cost.”
To continue on its growth path, CloudFlare realized that it would need
to scale up its global content delivery network. Not only did the company need to prepare for hyper-scale growth in number of users and
page views, it had to do so while maintaining the low latency and
robust security that its customers demand.
“We were seeing packet drops with our Juniper EX-Series switches.
Generally, we were concerned that top-of-rack switches provided
relatively shallow buffers (9MB for the entire switch). The product that
appeared to be largely missing in the market was a 10-Gigabit Ethernet top-of-rack switch with deep enough buffers to not drop packets
when there is port contention,” said Tom Paseka, Network Engineer at
CloudFlare.

Solution
After evaluating various products, CloudFlare felt that the Pluribus
Networks Freedom F64 Series server-switch came out on top.

“The product that appeared to
be largely missing in the market was a 10-Gigabit Ethernet
“What really interested us about the Pluribus Networks F64 Series top-of-rack switch with deep
switch was its high performance control plane and always-on ana- enough buffers to not drop
lytics,” says Joshua Motta, Head of Special Projects at CloudFlare. packets when there is port
CloudFlare is currently in the process of planning 100 new data
contention.”
centers to be located throughout the world. The company says
it is seeing tremendous growth in emerging markets, with China
Tom Paseka
and Brazil its second and third largest markets, respectively. Says
Network Engineer
Motta, “The Netvisor operating system and its abstraction of the
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underlying switch silicon means that we can avoid hardware lockin and choose the best-in-class platform that is suited for a given
colo at any time.”
The company notes that, along with this positive customer growth, the number of distributed denial
of service (DDOS) attacks it saw also reached record levels.
At the core of its global intelligent infrastructure, CloudFlare has a worldwide Pluribus Networks fabric that helps reduce its previous challenges and stands ready to thwart future DDOS attacks.
Results
Thanks to a new Pluribus Networks infrastructure, CloudFlare’s network operations team has been
able to save both time and money spent on management. “We’ve seen a roughly 50 percent reduction in administrative costs associated with configuration and setup,” says Motta.
“We already serve more web
traffic than Twitter, Bing, Wikipedia, Amazon, Apple and Instagram combined. Anytime we
push a line of code, it affects
over 200 million web surfers
overnight.”
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Even more importantly, CloudFlare has a more secure and higher-performance network intelligence platform. “Because we now
have a global, worldwide fabric that provides both bandwidth and
latency guarantees at the application flow-level, we no longer see
packet drops and TCP retransmissions due to microbursts in the
network and inefficient utilization of network links,” says Motta.
“These kinds of problems can not only slow down customers’
websites, they also give a poor picture of abusive bots and other
attacks,” says Motta. “We expect tremendous growth in the future,
and we’re confident that Pluribus Networks server-switch platform
will help us optimize the performance of our infrastructure.”

Next Steps
CloudFlare is rolling out SSL with perfect forward secrecy support to all its customers, even at the
free tier. “That is a significant challenge for a number of reasons, but we believe it’s disappointing
that there are only about 2 million SSL-protected sites online today,” wrote Prince. “One day in 2014
we plan to double that. We think it’s one of the most important things we can do to further our mission of building a better web,” he concludes.
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